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We are looking
forward to our Year Three to
Sixes return

Father God,
Come be with us today.
Fill our hearts with joy.
Fill our minds with learning.
Fill our classrooms with peace.
Fill our lessons with fun.
Fill our friendships with kindness.
Fill our school with love.
Amen

@StMashburton

Connect with St Michael's

Parish Priest : Fr Laurence Cortez : ashburton@cam.org.au

@st_michaels_ashburton

Principal : Meredith Bennett: mbennett@smashburton.catholic.edu.au

03 9885 3105

SAC Chairperson: Michael Fletcher: m.p.l.fletcher@gmail.com

www.smashburton.catholic.edu.au Parents & Friends Auxiliary: pfa@smashburton.catholic.edu.au

Term Dates 2020
TERM 1
Monday 3rd February - Friday 27th March

TERM 3
Monday 14th July - Friday 18th September

TERM 2
TERM 4
Wednesday 15th April - Friday 26th June Monday 5th October - Tuesday 15th December
A safe community of animated learners enlightened by faith in God

Diary Dates 2020
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Dear Parents and Caregivers,
Thank you again to everyone in our community for all of your support throughout our
remote learning and our Prep to Year Two students’ return to onsite learning. As a staff
we have certainly enjoyed having our younger students back on site with us and we
are looking forward to our Year Three to Six students returning next Tuesday.
On Monday, I sent a letter to all parents and caregivers in relation to our staggered
drop off and pick up times and arrangements for our Year Three to Six students. To
assist with congestion around our school families who have students in Red and
Yellow sporting houses are asked to drop off their children between 8:30am and
8:45am and pick up their children between 3:00pm and 3:15pm. Families who have
students in Blue and Green sporting houses are asked to drop off their children
between 8:45am and 9:00am and pick up their children between 3:15pm and 3:30pm.
Our pick up times will remain the same for Mondays, even though we have an earlier
dismissal time of 3:15 and each family has received an email from Rochelle informing
them of their child’s sporting house. I understand that these times may cause
difficulties for some of our families. Please contact me directly if there is a need for
your child or children to be dropped off or picked up at a different time.
Due to current restrictions, we are also unable to offer lunch orders or classroom
cuisine for the remainder of Term Two. We are hopeful that we are able to offer these
services again in Term Three. During this time, it is also important to remind all of our
students that they are unable to share food. To support this, all students will be given
additional time to eat in their classrooms.
Extend Before and After Care
From next Tuesday Extend, our aftercare providers, will be offering before care as well
as aftercare. If you would like to access this service, please ensure that you are
registered with Extend. The government’s free childcare initiative is still in place, so all
parents are able to access this service.
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Reports
This year, our Semester One reports will be sent home in Week One of Term Three.
Following the advice of the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA),
Victorian Department of Education and Training, and Catholic Education Commission of
Victoria Ltd (CECV), our reports will provide:·
a description of the areas of the Victorian Curriculum F–10 taught in Semester One.
a succinct descriptive assessment of student learning achievement, based on the
Achievement Standards in the Victorian Curriculum F–10
a comment on how your child has adjusted to the remote and flexible learning
environment, with reference to the ‘Personal and Social Capability’ curriculum.
Our end of year report will provide a more comprehensive view of the year’s learning
across all usual curriculum areas. We will then have our student/parent/teacher
conferences in Week Three, on Thursday 30th July. Further information in relation to
our reports and conversations will be shared in future newsletters.
PFA Update
Thank you to our wonderful PFA for continuing to support and fundraise for our
community during our remote learning. Our Mother’s Day Stall was a great success,
raising approximately $400. Due to current restrictions, a number of our planned
community events have had to be postponed or rescheduled. This includes our end of
term lunch, which we are hopeful will take place in a different form early in Term Three.
Thank you to this amazing group of parents who are so supportive of our school
community.
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Best Wishes
Next week, we farewell Charlotte Allan as she commences her maternity leave. I know
that everyone in our community will join me in wishing Matt and her all the best for their
new arrival. We can’t wait to meet Baby Allan when she arrives. Charlotte’s Science
classes and wellbeing role will be taken on by current staff for the rest of this term. We
will appoint a new member of staff for these roles over the holidays and look forward to
this person joining our staff in Term Three.

Meredith Bennett
Principal
mbennett@smashburton.catholic.edu.au

OUTSTANDING FEES & LEVIES
Most families have received updated Family Statements during May and many families
have responded with their payments. If you have not contacted us regarding your
outstanding balance please contact Kathy immediately to arrange payment, or a
payment plan.
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Dear Parents and Caregivers,
We are all very excited to welcome back our Year Three to Six students next Tuesday. I
would like to take this time once again to thank all families for the support they have
provided for our staff and for their children during our remote learning. We have started
our Gratitude Wall in our quadrangle and invitie all students to take some time to reflect
upon the things we have learnt during remote learning, what we are grateful for and to
think about the things we are looking forward to.
Religious Education
As mentioned in our previous newsletter all Sacraments have been postponed until
further notice. Updated dates will be provided as soon as they are confirmed and when
we know that it is safe to gather in larger groups in the church.
Specialists Classes
Due to our staggered break times our specialist classes have changed for the remainder
of this term.
Erin Nagel
Deputy Principal
enagel@smashburton.catholic.edu.au

World Running Day 2020 - 5KM
Some of our students joined
the World Running Day
which is a worldwide
celebration of running that
encourages everyone to get
moving. Well Done!
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Remote Assembly
Our first remote assembly was a hit! Our Student Leaders did a fantastic job at sharing
their many talents with our school community. If you missed it, please find the link in
your child’s Google Classroom. Our Student Leaders will be putting together another
remote assembly which will be shown to students in Week nine when they are all back
on site. If you would like to view it, the link will also be placed in your child’s Google
Classroom.
Supporting your Child’s Transition Back to School
Tuning in to Kids
Tuning in to Kids is an evidence-based emotion-focused group parenting program who
provide a suite of programs providing new ways of working with families that focus on
emotional connection between parents and children. Tuning in to Kids is providing a 10
module video program that will help parents to foster your child’s emotional
development. Usually $120 it has now been discounted to $99. It allows you to watch
the videos in your own time and continue self-directed learning throughout the yearly
subscription period. The videos range from 8-10 minus in length and are accompanied
by a downloadable PDF worksheet. Please click on the link if you would like to explore
further. https://tuningintokids.org.au/parents/subscribe-to-tikol/
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Beyond Blue
Beyond Blue has a wide range of resources to support you and your family during this
uncertain time of change. If you are worried about a child or young person in your life
Beyond Blue provides a Child Mental Health Checklist. Once completed, you are
provided with guidance to seek further support. Regardless of the checklist results, if
you’re worried about your child’s mental health at any point, reach out to talk things
through with a health professional.
https://healthyfamilies.beyondblue.org.au/home

Emerging Minds
Emerging Minds provides a four minute video explaining ways that we can support children
during the COVID-19 Pandemic. https://vimeo.com/407787658

Charlotte Allan
Student Wellbeing Leader ICT Leader
Science and Technology Teacher
callan@smashburton.catholic.edu.au
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The Australian Maths Competition is back again!
This competition aims to motivate children to become excited about Maths and keep them
engaged so they become better problem solvers in school and creative solution finders in
life. The competition, held on Thursday July 30th, is offered to students in Years three to
six and costs $6.50 per child. Please send your money to the office, via the office basket,
in a labelled envelope. Please also email me (jwalton@smashburton.catholic.edu.au) with
your child's name and class.
Josie Walton
Maths Leader
jwalton@smashburton.catholic.edu.au
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Prep C
Rupert B: for trying your best to stretch out the words in your idea and write down the sounds in your
idea all by yourself. Well done, Rupert! You should be very proud!
Jenna S: for your effort in looking at the Good Samaritan to think about what a good friend looks like,
feels like and sounds like. Amazing thinking!
Prep D
Evelyn Rose (Evie) P: for sharing your prayers during our Google Meet.
Kiaan A: for participating in our reading group and identifying the letter ‘q’ in our book. Great work!
Aiden S: for your amazing detailed drawing in explaining the story. Well done!
Anthony F: for having amazing focus and concentration at the start of the day. Keep up the great
work!
1/2B
Charlie G: for being an active participant in all our Google Meets and always greeting me with a big
smile and hello. You have consistently demonstrated a positive growth mindset towards your remote
learning.
Oliver B: for persevering with your learning tasks even when you find them tricky and showing
resilience when faced with new challenges- including technology difficulties. Keep up the fantastic
work!
Billy P: for seeking help when needing it, by sending me emails to support your learning. As well as
sharing your knowledge of digital technology, to help support other students who are facing
challenges.
Isaac S: for being so willing to share during our afternoon Google Meet reflections. You recognise
both the challenges and successes of your learning, which is a wonderful example of having a growth
mindset. Keep it up!
Lachlan H: for displaying the School Expectation of ‘Show Respect’ by always demonstrating the
utmost respect in Google Meets, using whole body listening when others are talking, putting up your
hand when you would like to share, and following all meet expectations. A wonderful role model for
others!
Julien B: for your great behaviour transitioning back into classroom learning. You have been
demonstrating respect during meditation and lessons and approaching your learning with a growth
mindset. Keep up the fantastic work.
Aaliyah G: for displaying the School Expectation of Act Responsibly by always sitting so attentively
during class discussions and following classroom expectations. You have been a great role model for
our morning routine. Well done!
Heath M:Your positive mindset towards learning, you approach each task with a ‘can do’ attitude and
a big smile on your face. Having this growth mindset will continue to help you achieve in your
learning. Keep it up!
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1/2 DL
Ned K and Lincoln D SMASH Award Act Responsibly for being experts in demonstrating how to stay
safe in the classroom during our “New Normal.”
1/2E
Annabelle S: for readily sharing her thoughts during our Google Meet reflections. Annabelle your
contributions are recognised by your teachers and peers. Well done on volunteering to present your
ideas in response to questions posed. It is great to see you developing your confidence and ‘voice’ in
1/2E. Keep it up :)
Oliver M: for focussing so well during our remote, small group reading sessions. Oli this week you
worked really well to apply the reading skills we were exploring: finding specific information in a
nonfiction text. You identified ‘keywords’ in the questions being posed to help you find the information
you needed in order to respond appropriately. Well done :)
Xavier W: for his thoughtful contributions to prayer this week during our Google Meet
sessions! Xavier it is so wonderful to hear your reflections during prayer. You have shared some
lovely special intentions about the people in your life. Well done :)
Sanne McM: for her efforts during writing. Sanne you are working so hard to record your ideas down.
I like the way you are illustrating your thinking prior to writing some of the sounds you can hear in
words. Keep up the fantastic work!
Daniel O'B: For his focus and attention during class this week. Daniel you have returned to One/Two
E with a great attitude towards your learning. You are raising your hand to share your thoughts and
ideas with your teachers and peers. I can see how focussed you have been when working
independently to achieve the best outcomes for your set tasks.
1/2R
SMASH Alex B: for displaying the school expectation of Act Responsibly by always keeping your
table tidy, and being the first to offer assistance to others, to help out around the classroom.
Bettina T: for a fantastic first week of (onsite) learning at St Michael’s. One/Two R are very lucky to
have you as part of the class!
3/4 A
Alex H: for putting a huge effort into all of her work during Remote Learning.
Amy N: for her active participation in Class Meets and Literacy groups by sharing her challenges,
successes and thoughts.
Emily T : for her consistency and reliability in turning her work in and joining Meets.
3/4B
Will M: I am so proud of you for applying your writing skills and creating such a fantastic story with
powerful sentences and ideas. Your writing is so enjoyable to read.
Ariane C: for your dedication to building your confidence in Maths. You have taken on every task and
are striving to improve your skills. I am so proud of you!
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3/4 E
Elias M: I am so impressed with how you have been completing your tasks as an independent
learner! The skills you have learnt through remote learning will help your learning when you return to
school.
Hannah S: Hannah, thank you for following the expectations while using Google Meet. You ensure
you act responsibly by writing your name when you have a question. You think carefully before asking
questions and I can tell you try to solve each problem on your own first.
Jake K: Jake, you’ve been trying to include more detail in your writing to share engaging, interesting
stories. It is exciting to read you longer stories!
3/4M
SMASH Award - Mia R: for displaying the School Expectation of Show Respect by always listening
and contributing to our whole class Google Meets and focus teaching groups, following instructions
and ALWAYS being a reliable leader in 3/4M . You’re a SUPERSTAR Mia!
Zoe L: for her online EXCELLENCE by being so respectful, patient and co-operative when connecting
online each day! You’re a SUPERSTAR!
Sophie H: for being so enthusiastic during your online reading groups. Your happy disposition,
willingness to contribute and well thought out responses are much appreciated!
Max R: for transitioning so well back into onsite learning. It has been great to see you working so hard
and asking for help when needed.
Charlotte K: for continuing to follow our classroom expectations during remote learning. The care you
put into your work and Google Meet responses is very much appreciated and I am really looking to
seeing you back at school.
3/4JA
Annabel W: in recognition of your amazing attitude! Annabel you are so committed to your learning.
Your online feedback is always positive and polite. During our Google Meets you show active listening
and participate so confidently when sharing or asking a question. You are a Superstar!
Matilda R: in recognition of your amazing attitude and hard work this week. Matilda you have shown
focus and commitment by completing your story writing this week. You have been an enthusiastic
author working independently to create an amazing story. Well done Matilda!
Grace S: in recognition of your amazing ‘clarifying’ skills in our reading group last week. You came to
our group so prepared with definitions and meanings for the words and phrases that you thought we
might need clarified. I am so impressed with how thorough your work is, keep it up!
Ada K: in recognition of your positive attitude! Ada you come into our Google Meets every day with a
smile on your face, ready to learn for the day. You use your growth mindset to problem solve and
offer solutions. Thanks for being a positive presence every day!
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5/6E
Milla B: for checking your multiplication problems with multiple strategies and for completing these
tasks with such enthusiasm!
Leila M: for your in-depth analysis of an image and for using the visual literacy prompt to describe the
colour, salience and feeling.
5/6L
Holly D: for displaying the SMASH expectation of Help Others by being prepared for your class
prayer and sharing it a day early. Your prayer was thoughtful, engaging and allowed us to reflect on
our own strengths during this time.
Finn S: for making a fabulous tutorial video showing how to draw a dog as a part of your Arts
Leadership role. Thank you for trying something new.
Will McK: for displaying the SMASH expectation of Act Responsibly by attending all Google Meets
promptly with a smile on your face. It has been so lovely to watch you with Nemo and Dusty on our
Google Meet, they truly feel like they are part of our class! Well done also on your dedication to
remote learning, you have taken it on with great commitment asking questions when needing
clarification. Well done Will!!
Annabelle M: for sharing your insightful thoughts about Chapter 1 of Finding Langston this week
during reading groups. It was lovely to watch you speak with confidence. Keep up the great work.
5/6R
Jonathan MD: for responding to feedback.
Emei B: for displaying the school expectation Help Others by regularly asking helpful questions
during our Google Meets.
Jess T : for displaying the school expectation of Act Responsibly by taking ownership of her learning
Reine N: for consistent effort in all tasks during remote learning
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